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Abstract NRLMSIS® 2.0 is an empirical atmospheric model that extends from the ground to the
exobase and describes the average observed behavior of temperature, eight species densities, and
mass density via a parametric analytic formulation. The model inputs are location, day of year, time of
day, solar activity, and geomagnetic activity. NRLMSIS 2.0 is a major, reformulated upgrade of the
previous version, NRLMSISE‐00. The model now couples thermospheric species densities to the entire
column, via an effective mass profile that transitions each species from the fully mixed region below
~70 km altitude to the diffusively separated region above ~200 km. Other changes include the extension
of atomic oxygen down to 50 km and the use of geopotential height as the internal vertical coordinate.
We assimilated extensive new lower and middle atmosphere temperature, O, and H data, along with
global average thermospheric mass density derived from satellite orbits, and we validated the model
against independent samples of these data. In the mesosphere and below, residual biases and standard
deviations are considerably lower than NRLMSISE‐00. The new model is warmer in the upper
troposphere and cooler in the stratosphere and mesosphere. In the thermosphere, N2 and O densities are
lower in NRLMSIS 2.0; otherwise, the NRLMSISE‐00 thermosphere is largely retained. Future advances
in thermospheric specification will likely require new in situ mass spectrometer measurements, new
techniques for species density measurement between 100 and 200 km, and the reconciliation of
systematic biases among thermospheric temperature and composition data sets, including biases
attributable to long‐term changes.

1. Introduction

An empirical atmospheric model provides a description of the average spatiotemporal behavior of atmo-
spheric state variable observations via a parameterized analytical formulation, often with physical con-
straints (e.g., Emmert, 2015b). Input arguments to empirical atmospheric models typically include
geographic location, day of year, time of day, and external drivers such as solar and geomagnetic activity
(e.g., Bruinsma, 2015; Drob et al., 2015; Hedin, 1987; Oberheide et al., 2011). Empirical models play several
indispensable roles in atmospheric research, data analysis, specification, and prediction, particularly in
upper atmospheric applications. They provide a condensed representation of the historical record of obser-
vations and thereby serve as benchmarks for testing new observations and techniques. They are extensively
used as a background reference for retrieving atmospheric state variables from raw measurements such as
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radiances. They also often provide initial and boundary conditions for first principles models. Most directly,
they are used to specify and forecast the atmosphere, particularly when contemporary or real‐time data are
sparse or nonexistent.

The Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter radar or MSIS® series of empirical models describes atmospheric
temperature, number densities of eight species, andmass density. The acronym derives from the space‐based
mass spectrometer and ground‐based incoherent scatter radar (ISR) measurements on which the model was
originally based. First developed at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, the model began as a thermo-
spheric model and was eventually extended down to the ground (Hedin, 1987, 1991; Hedin, Reber,
et al., 1977; Hedin, Salah, et al., 1977). In the late 1990s, development continued at the Naval Research
Laboratory and resulted in NRLMSISE‐00 (Picone et al., 2002). That release was focused primarily on the
thermosphere and included the assimilation of new middle thermosphere O2 data, more recent ISR mea-
surements, mass density data derived from satellite orbit decay, and the introduction of an anomalous oxy-
gen component that accounts for additional mass in the upper thermosphere attributed to a hot population
of atomic oxygen and atomic oxygen ions.

An inherent limitation of NRLMSISE‐00 was the lack of satellite data to define the composition and structure
of the atmosphere below 100 km.Motivated by this deficiency, NRLMSIS 2.0 assimilates extensive new (since
2000) measurements and analyses of temperature in the mesosphere, stratosphere, and troposphere, as well
asmany years of new atomic oxygen (O) and atomic hydrogen (H)measurements in themesosphere.We also
tuned themodel's upper thermosphere to better match new orbit‐derivedmass density measurements. Major
changes to the model formulation have been implemented, including a temperature‐dependent connection
between densities in the lower/middle atmosphere and the thermosphere; in NRLMSISE‐00 and earlier
versions, thermospheric densities were treated independently from the lower layers, with a posteriori joining
of the upper and lower profiles. NRLMSIS 2.0 densities are fully coupled to temperature from the ground
to the exosphere via a hydrostatic/diffusive equilibrium profile. In this sense it can be regarded as a
whole‐atmosphere empirical model.

In conjunction with the mathematical reformulation, the source code was rewritten in Fortran 90 with mod-
ern programming practices. The code is available in the supporting information of this paper and in the repo-
sitory listed in the acknowledgments. Version numbers will now be decimal based instead of year based.
Besides producing a new reference model for the whole atmosphere, this study is also implicitly a scientific
analysis of the extant modern atmospheric database, especially below the thermosphere. Because the model
synthesizes the database and normalizes out the systematic agreement among data, the subsequent compar-
ison to the individual data sets reveals systematic disagreements among the data sets. Such analysis is a
major component of this study.

The new model formulation is presented in section 2. Section 3 describes the data sets used to tune and
validate the model and the random sampling procedure. Section 4 describes the fitting procedure to esti-
mate the model parameters, and section 5 summarizes statistical comparisons of the model to indepen-
dent random samples of the data. In section 6, we examine mutual biases among the model and data sets
and discuss scientific issues that the model and its development have illuminated. Conclusions and
future development plans are summarized in section 7. Herein, NRLMSISE‐00 and NRLMSIS 2.0 are
often shortened to “MSISE‐00” and “MSIS 2.0” for brevity; “MSIS” collectively refers to all versions of
the model.

2. Model Formulation

This section summarizes the mathematical formulation of MSIS 2.0, highlighting important changes from
MSISE‐00. We focus on the vertical temperature and density parameterizations. Additional details of the
other formulation changes are provided in the appendix and supporting information. In the new formula-
tion, we aimed for three characteristics: a connected and continuous representation of the model compo-
nents (temperature and species number densities) from ground to space, a robust closed‐form solution to
the species‐by‐species hydrostatic integral coupling temperature to species density, and sufficient flexibility
to accommodate variations evident in the data, as described below.
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2.1. Geopotential Height

MSIS 2.0 internally uses geopotential height (ζ) as the vertical coordinate, which simplifies the hydrostatic
integral term in the density profiles (section 2.3) while fully accounting for height‐ and latitude‐dependent
gravity. All reference heights and spline nodes are defined in terms of geopotential height. In contrast, earlier
versions specify reference heights and nodes on geodetic altitude levels and compute geopotential changes
within each geometric shell. This change will be transparent to most users, because the input argument to
the model code is geodetic altitude by default. However, the code includes an option to input geopotential
height directly, which may facilitate comparison with first‐principles models and data sets that are given
on a geopotential grid.

We calculate geopotential height as function of geodetic altitude and latitude, relative to the World Geodetic
System 1984 (WGS‐84) reference ellipsoid (National Imagery and Mapping Agency, 2000) and associated
gravitational field, which excludes longitudinal variations and zonal harmonics higher than order 2. The
details of the calculation are provided in the appendix. A key parameter is the reference gravity, which scales
the geopotential to a length; its value is somewhat arbitrary but must be applied consistently. We use the
standard gravity value of 9.80665 m/s2, which is the standard for meteorological observations (WMO,
2014, Part I, Chapter 12).

2.2. Vertical Temperature Profile

The local temperature profile is parameterized as a linear combination of cubic B‐splines (de Boor, 2001)
below 122.5 km and a Bates thermospheric temperature profile (Bates, 1959) above 122.5 km:

1
T ζð Þ ¼

Tex − Tex − TBð Þ exp −σ ζ − ζBð Þ½ �f g−1 ; ζ ≥ ζB

∑
NS − 1

i ¼ 0
αiSi ζð Þ ; ζ < ζB

8><
>:

T ζð Þ Temperature profile as a function of geopotential height

ζB ¼ 122:5 km Bates profile reference height and joining height

Tex Exospheric temperature fitting parameterð Þ
TB ¼ T ζBð Þ Temperature at ζB fitting parameterð Þ
σ ¼ T′

B= Tex − TBð Þ Shape parameter

B′
T ¼ dT

dζ

����
ζ ¼ ζB

Temperature gradient at ζB fitting parameterð Þ

NS ¼ 24 Number of B‐spline basis functions

αi Coefficients on B‐spline basis functions fitting parametersð Þ
Si Cubic B‐splines with nodes at heights ζ S; i; i ¼ 0 to NS þ 3

ζ S; i ¼ −15; −10; −5; 0; 5; …; 80; 85; 92:5; 102:5; 112:5; 122:5; 132:5; 142:5; 152:5f g km

(1)

The node spacing of the B‐splines is 5 km below a height of 85 km, increasing to 10 km above 102.5 km. At the
joining altitude ζB = 122.5 km, the profile is constrained to be C2 continuous (continuous in the zeroth, first,
and second derivatives), so that the three Bates parameters (Tex, TB, σ) determine the last three B‐spline coef-
ficients (and thereby influence the temperature down to 92.5 km). The profile is defined by 24 parameters: the
first 21 B‐spline coefficients and the 3 Bates parameters. Figure 1 illustrates the global average temperature
profile in MSIS 2.0 and the constituent B‐splines. Unless otherwise specified, “global average” herein means
including only the lead term of the expansion described in section 2.4, that is, annual average, moderate solar
activity (F10.7 = 150) and quiet geomagnetic activity (Ap = 4).

MSISE‐00 also uses cubic splines and the Bates profile to represent temperature. However, there are several
important differences in their application. First, MSIS 2.0 uses B‐splines, whereas MSISE‐00 uses spline
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interpolation among specified temperatures at each node. The use of B‐splines renders MSIS 2.0 linear with
respect to the model parameters in the spline region, which facilitates fast and robust least squares fits to
data (see section 4). Second, MSIS 2.0 is C2 continuous (continuous through the second derivative)
throughout the entire model domain, whereas MSISE‐00 segments the atmosphere into four regions with
C1 continuity (continuous through the first derivative) across the boundaries (32.5, 72.5, and 120 km).
Third, the shape of the Bates profile and the meaning of the Bates temperature gradient parameter are
slightly different in MSIS 2.0, due to its use of a global geopotential height coordinate rather than the
geopotential height difference referenced to 120 km (Hedin, 1987, Equation A4a). Finally, MSIS 2.0 adds
additional nodes to the parameterization, which provides increased vertical resolution: There are 24
vertical temperature parameters in MSIS 2.0, compared with 17 in MSISE‐00. The increased resolution is
supported by the new data sets described in section 3.

2.3. Vertical Density Profiles

The basic local number density profile is parameterized assuming hydrostatic balance in the lower and mid-
dle atmosphere and species‐by‐species hydrostatic equilibrium (which is similar to diffusive equilibrium;
Picone et al., 2016) in the upper thermosphere, using an effective mass profile to transition smoothly
between the two regimes. Chemical and dynamical correction terms are also applied to some species. The
formulas presented in this section describe the profile of any single species; for simplicity, species subscripts
are omitted.

Figure 1. (a) Global average temperature profile in NRLMSIS 2.0, as a function of geopotential height. The
thermospheric Bates profile parameter values are annotated. The joining height ζB with the spline portion of the
profile is indicated by the horizontal dotted line. (b) Decomposition of the inverse of the lower part of the
temperature profile in terms of the constituent B‐splines. The weighted B‐splines are shown (see Equation 1), annotated
with their respective index numbers, along their sum, which is the inverse temperature profile (thick blue solid
curve). Also shown are the inverse of the Bates portion of the profile (dashed blue line) and the locations of the B‐spline
nodes (red crosses).
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lnn ζð Þ ¼ ln n0 −
g0
k
∫
ζ
ζ 0

M ζ ′
� �

T ζ ′
� � dζ ′ − ln

T ζð Þ
T ζ 0ð Þ − Ce− ζ − ζCð Þ=HC þ R 1þ tanh

ζ − ζR
γ ζð ÞHR

� �� �

n ζð Þ Number density of a particular species

n0 ¼ n ζ 0ð Þ Reference density defined belowð Þ
ζ 0 Reference geopotential height

g0 Reference gravitational acceleration see equation A3ð Þð Þ
k Boltzmann constant

M ζð Þ Effective mass profile defined belowð Þ
C; ζC; HC Chemical loss term parameters

R; ζR; HR Chemical=dynamical correction parameters

γ ζð Þ ¼ 1
2

1þ tanh
ζ − ζ γ
Hγ

� �	 


ζ γ ¼ 70 km

Hγ ¼ 40 km

(2)

The first term n0 on the right‐hand side of Equation 2 scales the entire profile and (in the absence of
chemical and dynamical corrections) is equal to the species density at the fiducial height ζ0. The second
term is the hydrostatic integral, which includes an effective mass profile that is described below. The
third term represents the ideal gas law; this term and the hydrostatic integral couple the temperature
profile to the density profile (cf. Emmert, 2015b; section 3.1). The fourth term is a Chapman‐like bottom-
side chemical loss term (Chapman, 1931, Equation 40); the model applies this term to O, H, and N,
which experience photochemical production and loss similar to that of the ionosphere. The last term
is a logistic function (expressed in hyperbolic tangent form) used for chemical and/or dynamical pertur-
bations. As described in section 4, we also use the logistic correction term to relax upper thermospheric
MSIS 2.0 densities to MSISE‐00. Each of the two correction terms is defined by three parameters: an
amplitude (C or R), a reference height (ζC or ζR), and a scale height (HC or HR). While the chemical loss
term has an upper asymptote of zero and is unbounded on the lower end, the chemical/dynamical cor-
rection term has a lower asymptote of zero and an upper asymptote of R. For the chemical/dynamical
correction, we additionally accelerate the relaxation to the lower asymptote by applying another hyper-
bolic tangent taper γ(ζ) to HR; this prevents the correction from projecting downward into the lower
atmosphere.

To provide a monotonic transition from a single fluid state to a multifluid diffusively separated state
(Picone et al., 2016), we define an effective mass profile consisting of a six‐segment piecewise‐linear func-
tion drawn through an asymmetric hyperbolic tangent function. The function is defined by five
parameters:

M ¼ 28:96546 amu Mass in fully mixed region lower asymptoteð Þ
Ms Species mass upper asymptoteð Þ
ζM Transition; or “turbopause” height
HML Scale height of lower portion

HMU Scale height of upper portion

(3)

The asymptotes are fixed; the other three parameters may vary from species to species and according to
geophysical conditions. From these five parameters, the nodes of the piecewise profile are computed as
follows:
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M0 ¼ M ζM; 0 ¼ ζM − 2HML

M1 ¼ MS þM
2

−
MS −M

2
tanh 1ð Þ ζM; 1 ¼ ζM −HML

M2 ¼ MS þM
2

ζM; 2 ¼ ζM

M3 ¼ MS þM
2

þMS −M
2

tanh 1ð Þ ζM; 3 ¼ ζM þHMU

M4 ¼ MS ζM; 4 ¼ ζM þ 2HMU

(4)

The mass profile is then defined as follows:

M ζð Þ ¼

M0 ζ ≤ ζM; 0

Mi þ ζ − ζM; i

� �
aM; i ζM; i ≤ ζ ≤ ζM; i þ 1; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3

M4 ζ ≥ ζM; 4

8>>><
>>>:

aM; i ¼ Mi þ 1 −Mi

ζM; i þ 1 − ζM; i
¼ Slope of segment i; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3

(5)

Figure 2 illustrates the global average effective mass profile for N2. The
theoretical basis for the approach is discussed in Picone et al. (2016).
The choice of a piecewise linear effective mass profile allows the hydro-
static integral to be evaluated in closed form via integration by parts, as
detailed in the supporting information (Text S1); in the Bates profile
region, this requires the dilogarithm function, which we calculate using
the algorithm described in Ginsberg and Zaborowski (1975).

The model assumes that the atmosphere is fully mixed below ζF = 70 km, so that the effective mass is M ¼
28:96546 amu for all species in that region. For N2, O2, Ar, and He, whose mixing ratios are well defined in
the lower atmosphere, we compute an upper atmosphere reference density nF in terms of mixing ratio and
pressure, via the ideal gas law and hydrostatic balance:

nF ¼ ΦF
P ζFð Þ
kT ζFð Þ

lnP ζð Þ ¼ ln P0 −
Mg0
k

∫
ζ
0

1
T ζ ′ð Þdζ ′; ζ ≤ ζF

ΦF Mixing ratio of a particular species below ζF

P ζð Þ Pressure

P0 ¼ P ζ ¼ 0ð Þ Pressure at surface

(6)

For O density below 85 km (where its production and loss are dominated by photochemistry), we substitute a
linear combination of B‐splines that is decoupled from the temperature:

lnnO ζð Þ ¼ ∑
i1

i ¼ i0
βO; iSi ζð Þ; ζ ≤ ζSO atomic oxygen onlyð Þ

nO ζð Þ Number density of atomic oxygen

βO; i Coefficients on B‐spline basis functions fitting parametersð Þ
ζSO ¼ 85 km Transition height to hydrostatic profile Equation 2ð Þ

(7)

The same spline nodes as the temperature profile (Equation 1) are used. At the joining height ζSO = 85 km,
C1 continuity is imposed, so that the last two spline coefficients are determined from the hydrostatic profile
parameters (Equation 2). The O profile is defined down to a geopotential height of 50 km.

Figure 2. Global average effective mass profile for N2 in NRLMSIS 2.0. The
solid blue line shows the piecewise linear profile used in the model. The
nodes of the piecewise profile aremarkedwith circles and are annotatedwith
the parameter labels given in Equation 4. The five parameters
M;Ms; ζM ;HML;HMU
� �

that define the function are annotated in green. The
smooth red curve shows the hyperbolic tangent function (with different
scale lengths above and below ζM) upon which the piecewise function is
constructed.
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In summary, the model defines a density profile of a particular species in terms of up to 35 (possibly fitted
and/or variable) parameters: 24 temperature parameters and 1 pressure parameter (which are common to
all species); 1 mixing ratio or reference density; 3 mass profile parameters; and up to 6 correction parameters
(C and R terms in Equation 2). The O profile additionally uses eight unconstrained spline coefficients
between 50 and 85 km. Figure 3 shows the global average density and mixing ratio profiles for seven species
represented by the model.

The major difference between the MSIS 2.0 species density profile and earlier versions is the treatment of the
transition region (~70–200 km) between the fully mixed lower and middle atmosphere and the diffusively
separated upper thermosphere. Earlier versions compute separate mixed and diffusive profiles, with the dif-
fusive profile reference density defined at 120 km, then combine the two profiles using a geometric average
(Hedin, 1987, Equation A12a). This decouples the thermosphere from temperature variations in the lower
and middle atmosphere. In contrast, the effective mass profile in MSIS 2.0 couples, via the hydrostatic term
in Equation 2, several species densities (N2, O2, He, and Ar) to the entire temperature profile and other spe-
cies densities (O, H, and N) to the temperature profile down to reference altitudes in the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere. Thus, in MSIS 2.0, species densities in the thermosphere are affected by temperature
variations in the lower and middle atmosphere.

MSIS 2.0 eliminates the thermal diffusion term that in earlier versions was applied to He, Ar, and H. As dis-
cussed in Picone et al. (2016), the inclusion of thermal diffusion is not physically consistent with static com-
position profiles. Furthermore, we found that the effect of thermal diffusion in MSISE‐00 is statistically
unsupported by available He, Ar, and H data in lower andmiddle thermosphere, where vertical temperature
gradients are sufficiently large for thermal diffusion to be active.

MSIS 2.0 andMSISE‐00 both employ logistic function terms for dynamical corrections to species densities; in
Equation 2, we express this term in terms of the hyperbolic tangent:

R 1þ tanh
ζ − ζR
HR

� �� �
¼ 2R

1þ exp −2 ζ − ζRð Þ=HR½ � (8)

However, in MSISE‐00 and earlier versions, this term is used to produce specified mixing ratios near the
turbopause, whereas in MSIS 2.0 this term is an upward projecting correction that represents departures
from the hydrostatic/diffusive profile, such as winter bulges in the lighter species (e.g., Reber &
Hays, 1973; Sutton, 2016). In MSIS 2.0, this term thus effectively takes on the role of the 120 km refer-
ence density in earlier versions, which represented such low frequency perturbations (Picone
et al., 2013).

Earlier versions of MSIS use logistic function terms to represent chemical loss of O, H, and N and produce
peaks in those species. MSIS 2.0 instead uses the simpler Chapman‐like exponential term in Equation 2,
which, unlike the logistic term, does not relax to a lower asymptote (earlier versions impose lower limits

Figure 3. Global average density profiles in NRLMSIS 2.0. (a) Number density of Ar (black), O2 (purple), N2 (blue), O (green), N (yellow), He (orange),
and H (red). (b) Volume mixing ratio of each species expressed as a percentage. (c) Volume mixing ratio on a log scale.
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of these species' profiles near or above the inflection point of their chemical loss logistic terms). MSIS 2.0
additionally extends the O profile down to 50 km using cubic B‐splines (Equation 7).

MSISE‐00 includes an anomalous oxygen component in the upper thermosphere, which nominally repre-
sents O+ and hot O contributions to total mass density (Picone et al., 2002). This population is represented
in the model with a separate, fixed temperature of 4000 K. We transferred the anomalous O component to
the MSIS 2.0 model, accounting for the new geopotential height calculation but otherwise without
modification.

2.4. Expansion of Vertical Profile Parameters

Each of the vertical temperature and density profile parameters is (or can be) expanded as a function of sphe-
rical harmonics in latitude and local time or longitude, solar zenith angle, harmonics in day of year, polyno-
mials of the F10.7 solar activity index (10.7 cm solar radio flux; Tapping, 2013), and a geomagnetic activity
function. This expansion is largely the same as in MSISE‐00 and earlier versions, as detailed in
Hedin (1987, appendix, Equation A22). MSIS 2.0 introduces sigmoid terms in solar zenith angle (for day‐
night changes in mesospheric O and H) and a solar cycle modulation of the global annual and semiannual
oscillations.

One important change in MSIS 2.0 is that the trigonometric terms in the expansion are split into their sine
and cosine components (rather than the phase and amplitude parameters estimated in earlier versions for
some of the variations). This linearizes the expansion with respect to the model parameters, facilitates the
computation of the terms, and makes the parameter estimation process somewhat more robust. Some non-
linear terms have been retained from MSISE‐00, including the solar cycle modulation of groups of varia-
tional terms, geomagnetic activity, UT terms, mixed UT/longitude, and mixed UT/longitude/geomagnetic
activity terms.

The full expansion is detailed in the supporting information (Text S2). The expansion terms actually used for
each vertical parameter and the parameter values are compiled in Data Set S1 in the supporting information.

3. Data

Table 1 summarizes the data sets and random samples we used to estimate the parameters of MSIS 2.0; acro-
nym definitions are given at the end of the text. Most of the data are temperature measurements or reana-
lyses in the troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, and lower thermosphere. We also used mesosphere
and lower thermosphere (MLT) O data from TIMED/SABER and Odin/OSIRIS, MLT H data from
SABER, and orbit‐derived upper thermospheric global average mass density data. In addition to these data,
we also constructed synthetic MSISE‐00 thermospheric data sets in order to relax the fits to the MSISE‐00
thermosphere. In some cases, MSISE‐00 thermospheric parameter values were directly mapped to the
MSIS 2.0 formulation, as described in section 4.

To validate and analyze the model results, we used additional, independent random samples of the same
data sets listed in Table 1. We also compared the model with middle thermospheric temperature data from
Envisat/MIPAS and the Millstone Hill ISR, and with upper thermospheric mass density data from the
CHAMP and GOCE accelerometers (see sections 6.4 and 6.5).

Brief descriptions of each data set are provided in section 3.1. The generation of random samples for fitting
and validation is described in section 3.2. All of the data samples used to estimate the model parameters are
available in the repository listed in the acknowledgments.

3.1. Data Sets

The temperature data sets listed in Table 1 are grouped into five measurement types: reanalysis, microwave,
solar occultation, ground‐based sodium (Na) Doppler lidar, and infrared. The O and H data sets are from
infrared instruments, and the mass density data are derived from archived satellite and debris orbit data.

CFSR (Saha et al., 2010, 2014) is a reanalysis product of the National Centers for Environmental Prediction.
It assimilates global meteorological data into an atmospheric model and outputs gridded atmospheric fields.
CFSR version 1 (Saha et al., 2010) covers the years 1979–2011, and version 2 (Saha et al., 2014) covers the
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years 2011 to present. We used CFSR temperatures from 2002 to 2018: 6‐hourly output at universal times 0,
6, 12, and 18 hr, on a 0.5° latitude‐longitude grid and a 37‐level pressure grid (1,000 to 1 hPa).

MERRA2 (Gelaro et al., 2017) is a reanalysis product of NASA's Global Modeling and Assimilation Office
that covers the years 1980 to present. We used MERRA2 temperatures from 2002 to 2018: 3‐hourly output,
on a 0.5° latitude × 0.625° longitude grid and a 72‐level hybrid‐eta grid (surface to 0.01 hPa).

MLS on the NASA Aura satellite (Waters et al., 2006) has been providing ~3,500 profiles per day of tempera-
ture, geopotential height, and a suite of trace gases since August 2004, from a sun‐synchronous orbit. We
used version 4.2 data (Livesey et al., 2017; Schwartz et al., 2008), which provides retrieved temperature on
42 fixed pressure surfaces (261–0.001 hPa), with temperature information coming primarily from the
118.75 GHz oxygen line. Vertical resolution in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere ranges from 6 to
13 km, becoming coarser with increasing altitude.

ACE/FTS is a high spectral resolution Fourier transform spectrometer (Bernath, 2007) that covers wave-
numbers from 750 to 4,400 cm−1 (2.2 to 13.3 μm). ACE/FTS operates in solar occultation mode to provide
altitude profiles of temperature, pressure, atmospheric extinction, and the volume mixing ratios for several
dozenmolecules.We used version 3.5 temperatures, which are given on a 1 km vertical grid from 0 to 150 km
with a typical vertical resolution of about 3 km. The 15–102.5 km data used here are derived from the relative
intensity of CO2 lines.

UARS/HALOE recorded solar occultation measurements from October 1991 until its deactivation on 21
November 2005. The limb transmission measurements were used to infer profiles of temperature, as well

Table 1
Summary of Data Sets and Samples Used to Estimate MSIS 2.0 Parameters

Data set or
station/instrument

Latitude,
longitude

Altitude
(km)a

Local
Timeb Years No. Daysc No. Obs (103) Reference

Temperature
Reanalysis
CFSR 90S–90N 0–30 0000–2,400 2002–2018 6,200 3,163 Saha et al. (2014)
MERRA2 90S–90N 0–55 0000–2,400 2002–2018 6,209 3,211 Gelaro et al. (2017)
Microwave
Aura/MLS 82S–82N 10–85 0145, 1,345 2005–2014 3,589 4,940 Schwartz et al. (2008)
Solar Occultation
ACE/FTS 85S–87N 15–102.5 Sunrise/set 2004–2013 2,436 5,068 Bernath (2007)
UARS/HALOE 77S–77N 37.5–102.5 Sunrise/set 2001–2005 880 2,769 Russell et al. (1993)
AIM/SOFIE 83S–89N 55–102.5 Sunrise/set 2007–2018 3,460 2,696 Marshall et al. (2011)
Na Doppler Lidar
Andes 30S, 71 W 88–105 Night 2010–2014 51 645 Liu et al. (2016)
Boulder 40 N, 105 W 88–105 Night 2011–2014 198 240 Smith and Chu (2015)
Ft. Collins 41 N, 105 W 88–105 0000–2,400 1995–2010 804 244 Krueger et al. (2015)
Logan 42 N, 112 W 88–105 0000–2,400 2010–2014 254 246 Krueger et al. (2015)
ALOMAR 69 N, 16E 88–105 Night 2003–2008 27 582 She et al. (2002)
Infrared
TIMED/SABER 83S–84N 40–97.5 0000–2,400 2002–2016 5,060 5,817 Mertens et al. (2002)
Odin/OSIRIS 90S–90N 70–102.5 0650, 1850 2007–2012 1,848 1,808 Sheese et al. (2010)

Atomic Oxygen
TIMED/SABER 83S–83N 50–100 0000–2,400 2002–2013 3,964 3,058 Mlynczak, Hunt, Mast, et al. (2013),

Mlynczak et al. (2013)
Odin/OSIRIS 90S–90N 75–100 0650, 1850 2007–2012 1,865 965 Sheese et al. (2011)

Atomic Hydrogen
TIMED/SABER 83S–83N 75–100 0000–2,400 2002–2013 3,963 3,751 Mlynczak et al. (2014)

Mass Density
Orbit‐derived Global Ave 400–575 Diurnal Ave 1986–2005 7,305 7,305 Emmert (2015a)

The numbers shown in this table refer to the fitting ensembles described in section 3.2. For temperature, O, and H data, the number of days and observations are
the aggregate of all 15 ensembles.
aFor temperature, the altitude ranges indicate the centers of the tapered probability distribution used to generate the samples. Otherwise, they indicate the dis-
crete range of altitudes used in the fit. bFor sun‐synchronous orbits, the approximate local times of equator crossings are given. cNumber of unique observa-
tion days in the sample.
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aerosol extinction and mixing rations of seven species (Russell et al., 1993). Temperatures from ~35 to
~85 km altitude were retrieved from CO2 transmissions measured at 2.80 μm wavelength, using modeled
CO2 mixing ratio profiles in the forward simulations; the effective vertical resolution is ~3 km. Above
~85 kmMSIS temperatures were appended, primarily to enable the NO channel retrievals. HALOE tempera-
tures were validated by Harries et al. (1996) andMcHugh et al. (2005), indicating agreement with correlative
measurements to within the uncertainties for altitudes of ~35 to 75 km. We used version 19 temperature
data.

AIM/SOFIE (Gordley et al., 2009; Russell et al., 2009) has operated from 2007 to present. SOFIE measure-
ments at 16 wavelengths are used to retrieve temperature, as well as 5 species, polar mesospheric clouds,
and meteoric smoke. SOFIE retrievals are reported on a 200 m vertical grid with an effective vertical resolu-
tion of 2 km. The version 1.3 SOFIE temperature retrievals used here (~55–100 km) are based on CO2 trans-
mission measurements at 4.32 μm (Marshall et al., 2011). SOFIE temperature validation reported by Stevens
et al. (2012) and Hervig et al. (2016) indicate agreement with correlative measurements to within the uncer-
tainties from ~30 to 95 km altitude.

The Na Doppler lidars listed in Table 1 share the same three‐frequency Doppler lidar techniques summar-
ized in Chu and Papen (2005) and references therein. Because of high collision rate, meteoric Na atoms in
the mesosphere are believed to be in thermal equilibrium with the ambient atmosphere. By detecting the
Doppler‐broadened D2 absorption spectral line of Na atoms at three fixed frequencies and taking the ratios
among the three‐frequency returns, temperatures and winds in the MLT are inferred simultaneously from
the Doppler broadened linewidth and the Doppler frequency shift. The development of Faraday‐effect‐based
daytime filters enabled daytime measurements by several Na Doppler lidars (Arnold & She, 2003; Chen
et al., 1996; Krueger et al., 2015; Smith & Chu, 2015).

The Andes Lidar Observatory (ALO) is located in Chile at the Cerro Pachon Mountain astronomy facility,
which provides year‐round clear viewing conditions (around 300 clear nights per year). The construction
of the ALO building was funded by the University of Illinois at Urbana‐Champaign. The ALO resonant
Na wind/temperature lidar system (Liu et al., 2016) provides temperature profiles from 75 to 140 km alti-
tude, with 1 min temporal resolution and 500 m vertical resolution.

The University of Colorado STAR Na Doppler lidar obtained very high‐resolution data (Lu et al., 2015, 2017;
Smith & Chu, 2015) at Table Mountain near Boulder, with the raw photon counts collected in resolutions of
3–9 s and 24m. The effective temporal and vertical resolutions are 7.5min and 0.96 km, respectively, for tem-
perature profiles used in this paper, and the measurement uncertainties in the temperatures are ~0.3–1 K
near the Na layer peak. The uncertainties in the winter months are usually smaller than those in the summer
months due to the higher winter Na abundance.

The Na Doppler lidar at Ft. Collins, Colorado, operated from 1990 to 2010 and was relocated to Utah State
University in Logan, Utah, in summer 2010, where it has been operating ever since. It measures the tempera-
ture and winds from ~80 to 105 km in full diurnal cycles (Krueger et al., 2015). The data used for this study
have temporal and vertical resolution of 1 hr and 2 km, respectively.

The ALOMAR Na wind‐temperature lidar operated from 2000 to 2017 at the Andøya Space Center as a
U.S./Norwegian partnership (She et al., 2002). The lidar design was largely based on the Fort Collins Na
lidar. Temporal and vertical resolutions are typically 2 min/1 km in the winter nighttime from 78 to
105 km and 15 min/2 km in summer daytime from 85 to 97 km. The data used in this study consist of
2003–2008 nighttime measurements averaged at 1 h and 1 km resolution.

TIMED/SABER is a limb scanning radiometer that records vertical profiles of infrared emission in 10 differ-
ent spectral channels (Russell et al., 1999); it has operated fromDecember 2001 to present. The specific chan-
nels on SABER enable a detailed assessment of the thermal structure, composition, and energy budget of the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere (Mlynczak, 1996, 1997). In particular, SABERmeasures emission from
carbon dioxide in the vicinity of 15 μm for the purpose of deriving kinetic temperature (Mertens et al., 2002).
O and H are crucial to the derivation of the energy budget in the vicinity of the mesopause (Mlynczak &
Solomon, 1993). SABER derives O and H densities using photochemical relationships specific to night and
day (Mlynczak et al., 2013, 2014). SABER has a channel near 2.0 μmmeasuring emission from highly excited
hydroxyl (OH) formed by the reaction of H and O3 which is used in the derivation of H both day and night
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and in the derivation of O at night. We used version 2.0 SABER T, O, and H data; a later version of nighttime
O retrieval produces smaller peak densities (Mlynczak et al., 2018). Panka et al. (2018) also developed an
algorithm for nighttime O that agrees well withMlynczak et al. (2018). The updated nighttime Owill be used
in future MSIS development.

The Odin/OSIRIS optical spectrograph (McLinden et al., 2012) measures vertical profiles of 280–800 nm
emissions from 7 to 110 km altitude with a vertical resolution of 2 km and a spectral resolution of
1 nm; it has operated from 2001 to present. Temperatures in the MLT are derived from the O2 A‐band
emission (Sheese et al., 2010). Daytime O density is inferred iteratively in conjunction with O3 using a
photochemical forward model of the A‐band emission (Sheese et al., 2011). Nighttime O density is derived
from A‐band emission associated with O recombination (Sheese et al., 2011). Odin is in a sun‐synchronous
orbit; the equator crossings of the temperature and O data occur near 0700 and 1900 local time.

The orbit‐derived thermospheric mass density data consist of daily, global average mass density at altitudes
from 250 to 575 km (Emmert, 2009, 2015a). The data cover the years 1967–2013 and are derived from two‐
line orbital element sets (TLEs) on ~5,000 objects (we also denote this data set as “TLE densities”). Following
Weimer et al. (2018) and based on the ballistic coefficient estimates of Pilinski et al. (2011), we reduced the
values in this data set by 7%. For MSIS 2.0, we used 1986–2005 data for fitting and the remaining years for
validation.

The following data sets were not used to estimate the MSIS 2.0 model parameters but are used for indepen-
dent comparison and analysis in section 6.

The Millstone Hill UHF ISR system (42.6 N, 288.5E, Apex magnetic latitude 54°) has been in operation since
1963. It provides observations of altitudinal profiles of several plasma parameters, including ion tempera-
ture, that are determined from the received signal power and spectrum; neutral temperature between 100
and 180 km altitude is derived from the ion temperature (Salah & Evans, 1973). An average ion mass of
31 amu is assumed at altitudes below 130 km, and an ion composition model is used above this altitude.
Observations below ~180 km are limited to mostly daytime hours because of the low electron density at
night. Availability of data below ~180 km greatly increased after 2002, when improved software radar design
patterns (Grydeland et al., 2005) were implemented. We used all available lower and middle thermospheric
neutral temperatures from 2002 to 2015: 311,000 observations (at 4 km altitude intervals) taken on 748
unique days.

Envisat/MIPAS measured spectrally resolved 5.3 μm nitric oxide limb emissions in the lower and middle
thermosphere in its upper atmospheric observation mode during 2006–2012, from which kinetic tempera-
tures and nitric oxide concentrations are jointly derived (Bermejo‐Pantaleón et al., 2011). We used all avail-
able version 622 temperature observations in the 105–170 km altitude range: a total of 1.86 million
observations (at 5 km altitude intervals) taken on 334 days. The Envisat orbit was sun‐synchronous, and
the equatorward crossings of the MIPAS observations occurred near 1,015 and 2,215 local time.

CHAMP and GOCE total mass density data were derived from satellite accelerometer measurements, by
making use of satellite aerodynamic and geometry models (Doornbos et al., 2010; March et al., 2019).
The CHAMP data cover the time period January 2001 to September 2010; we used a random sample of
1.19 million observations on 1,926 days, excluding the anomalous solar minimum years 2005–2009.
CHAMP was in a near‐polar orbit with an inclination of 87°.The GOCE data cover the time period
November 2009 to October 2013; we used a random sample of version 2.0 data consisting of 0.84 million
observations on 1,227 days. GOCE was in a near‐sun‐synchronous orbit with equator crossings near 0700
and 1900 local time.

3.2. Sampling Procedure

From the temperature data sets listed in Table 1, we assembled 30 random samples or ensembles. We used
the first 15 ensembles for fitting via sequential estimation and the second 15 for validation. For the fitting
ensembles (1–15) we additionally imposed tapered altitude restrictions on each data set, in order to avoid
regions where a given data set is systematically biased relative to the other data sets (some examples are dis-
cussed in section 6.1) or is near the limits of reliability of the data set. The taper, which is intended to avoid
sharp statistical gradients in the fitting procedure, was implemented via a hyperbolic tangent probability
function with a scale height of 2.5 km. The altitude ranges given in Table 1 denote the centers of the
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lower and upper tapers; the fitted reanalysis samples extend all the way
down to the ground with no lower taper. Note that the validation ensem-
bles (16–30) include some additional data outside these height ranges.

Figure 4a shows the distribution of all the temperature data in the fitting
ensembles (ensembles 1–15) as a function of altitude in 2.5 km bins;
Figure 4b shows the same distributions but grouped by instrument type.
The relative sizes of the samples were chosen subjectively, in order to
obtain a balance among instruments and measurement types. Because
there are no major discrepancies among the data sets (see section 6.1),
the model results are not sensitive to the relative sample sizes. The distri-
butions in Figure 4 represent the weight of each data set's or group's con-
tribution to the model: In the fitting process, each of the sample
observations is weighted equally. Figure S1 further illustrates the distribu-
tion of the upper mesospheric fitting ensembles as a function of local time
and latitude.

We gave SABER the most weight in the mesosphere, in part because its
full local time coverage is important for capturing tides. Where the three
occultation data sets overlap (above ~60 km), we gave them approxi-
mately equal weight, except that we excluded HALOE observations pole-
ward of 45° between 65 and 95 km, in order to avoid possible
contamination by polar mesospheric clouds. The lidar sample is approxi-
mately evenly allocated among the three regions where the five instru-
ments are located: Chile, Colorado/Utah, and Norway. In the upper
mesosphere, the infrared, lidar, and occultation measurements have
roughly equal weight. In the stratosphere, the Aura/MLS measurements
are the largest component of the sample, and the reanalysis products pro-
vide almost all the data in the troposphere.

The random selection process did not exclude duplicates, so some obser-
vations will appear more than once in a given ensemble or across ensem-
bles. For large data sets the statistical influence of duplicates is negligible.
For small data sets the duplicates increase the influence of underrepre-
sented measurement techniques. The total number of fitted observations
for each data set is listed in Table 1, along with the number of unique days
in the sample.

To generate the MSISE‐00 synthetic data in each fitting ensemble, we ran-
domly selected a set of measurement dates and times from the constituent
data sets and random locations on the sphere. We then evaluated
MSISE‐00 at those times and locations on a fixed altitude grid (2 km inter-
vals from 90 to 130 km). In this way, the MSISE‐00 data represent the
same mix of solar activity, geomagnetic activity, and day‐of‐year condi-
tions as the measurements.

We followed a similar procedure to generate 30 random ensembles of the O data sets and 30 random samples
of the H data sets. For the fitting ensembles (1–15), the data were restricted to the altitude ranges listed in
Table 1, without any tapering. The validation ensembles (16–30) include additional data slightly outside
these ranges. Synthetic MSISE‐00 data were added to the fitting ensembles as described above, except that
they were evenly distributed over 160–500 km altitude for O and 300–500 km for H. Figure 4c illustrates
the altitude distribution of the combined O fitting ensembles. The SABER H data are approximately evenly
distributed over the 75–100 km interval.

4. Model Parameter Estimation Procedure

In this section, we describe the procedure we used to set and/or estimate the MSIS 2.0 model parameters.
Some parameters are set a priori, some are ported from MSISE‐00, and some are tuned to the fitting

Figure 4. (a) Altitude distribution of sampled temperature records used in
fitting MSIS 2.0, by instrument type. Shown are the numbers of
randomly selected observations in 2.5 km bins. The sample of the three
Colorado and Utah lidar data sets is combined into one curve. Also shown
is the distribution of MSISE‐00 synthetic data used to anchor the fit.
(b) Same as (a) but grouped by instrument type. The dotted line shows the
total number of sampled observations in each 2.5 km bin. (c) Altitude
distribution of fitted SABER and OSIRIS atomic oxygen data, along with
synthetic upper thermospheric MSISE‐00 O data used in the fit.
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ensembles and/or MSISE‐00 synthetic data. Many of the vertical parameters are not expanded beyond their
global values, and some are expanded only sparsely. The final parameter values are tabulated in Data Set S1,
which can be consulted to determine which variations the model contains. There are 3,306 nonzero para-
meter values in MSIS 2.0, compared to ~1,300 in MSISE‐00.

4.1. Constant, A Priori Parameters

As discussed in section 2.1 and the appendix, MSIS 2.0 uses the WGS‐84 reference ellipsoid and a reference
gravity value g0 = 9.80665 m/s2 to calculate geopotential height and in Equation 2. For the effective mass
profiles (Equations 3–5) and the lower atmospheric mixing ratios (Equation 6), we used the values in

Picard et al. (2008): dry‐air mean mass M ¼ 28:96546 Da in the fully mixed region and species masses and
mixing ratios of N2, O2, Ar, and He. We computed species masses of O and N by halving the N2 and O2

masses, and we set the mass of H to 1.0 Da.

For the three remaining effective mass profile parameters (transition height and lower and upper scale
heights), we used values derived from MSISE‐00 global average profiles (with thermal diffusion and chemi-
cal/dynamical corrections turned off). For N2, we additionally ported the MSISE‐00 turbopause height
seasonal‐latitudinal variation and applied it to the transition height of theMSIS 2.0 N2 effective mass profile.
Otherwise, the effective mass profiles do not vary with location or geophysical conditions.

The global average surface pressure P0 in Equation 6 was set so that themodeled lower tropospheric pressure
matches the global average of the reanalysis data sets (CFSR and MERRA2), after subtracting out the water
vapor partial pressure from the latter (MSIS is currently a dry‐air model). The surface pressure in MSIS 2.0
does not vary around P0 = 1002.692 hPa.

We set the chemical/dynamical correction reference heights and scale heights (ζR,HR) to fixed values subjec-
tively chosen to smoothly represent upper thermospheric departures from the terms in equation 2. Currently
available data are insufficient to statistically constrain these parameters. The amplitudes of the chemical/
dynamical correction terms were set or estimated in subsequent steps described in this section.

4.2. Linear Fit of Temperature up to 122.5 Km

After setting the constants a priori parameters, we estimated the 24 temperature spline coefficients (αi in
Equation 1) and selected expansions via a linear, ordinary least squares fit to data ensembles 1–15. The spline
domain extends up to 122.5 km geopotential height, whereas the fitting data extend only up to ~105 km. The
MSISE‐00 synthetic data anchored the fit over this data gap. The selected expansion includes latitude, day of
year, local time, and longitude dependences; other variations were estimated in subsequent steps. Because
the spline part of the temperature component is purely linear with respect to the model parameters
(for the selected expansion), this fitting step is carried out via an iterative direct full matrix inversion
(cf. Drob et al., 2015).

4.3. Merge Linear Temperature Fit With MSISE‐00 Thermospheric Parameters

Next, the MSISE‐00 Bates temperature parameters (Tex ; TB; T ′
B in Equation 1) and their expansions were

mapped to the MSIS 2.0 formulation. We then combined the linearly fitted spline parameters with the
Bates parameters to form the full MSIS 2.0 temperature construction. In this process, the top three spline
parameters from the linear fit are essentially replaced with the Bates parameters, which determine those
three spline coefficients via the continuity constraint. The MSIS 2.0 temperature component thus consists
of the MSISE‐00 thermosphere and a new lower and middle atmosphere tuned to contemporary (mostly
post‐2000) data. The MSIS 2.0 temperature between ~122.5 and 200 km cannot exactly match MSISE‐00,
due to the differences in the geopotential height formulation that slightly affect the gradient and shape of
the Bates profiles. The temperature differences between MSIS 2.0 and MSISE‐00 in this region are less than
~5 K and peak near 150 km, which is negligible compared to model uncertainty at these altitudes.

4.4. Subsequent Refinement of Temperature Parameters With Fitting Ensembles

With the linear fit, we found that the sun‐synchronous data (MLS, OSIRIS, and the occultation data sets)
introduced spurious semidiurnal variations below ~80 km. Therefore, we refined the semidiurnal tidal para-
meters with these data excluded. This tuning was conducted on the full model via unweighted, Levenberg‐
Marquardt chi‐square minimization (using ODRPACK95; Zwolak et al., 2007); although the retuned
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parameters are linear coefficients, this nonlinear estimation algorithm is more robust to tuning selected
parameters while holding others constant. We tuned the semidiurnal parameters using each of the 15 fitting
ensembles (without the sun‐synchronous data) in sequence, with the parameters derived from one ensemble
used as the starting estimate for the next ensemble. For the final parameter estimates, we computed the aver-
age of the parameters derived from ensembles 6–15 (i.e., omitting the results from the first five “spin‐up”
ensembles).

Next, we extended the solar activity dependence of the temperature parameters down to ~70 km (in
MSISE‐00, only the three Bates parameters and the temperature at 110 km vary with solar activity). We again
used the 15 fitting ensembles (this time with all data sets) sequentially and averaged over the results from
ensembles 6–15. The solar activity terms in the model are global; that is, they are not modulated by latitude
or other variables. This is the last stage of the temperature parameter estimation process.

4.5. Tune Species Densities to MSISE‐00 Thermosphere

The initial species density profiles are defined by the temperature profile and the fixed mixing ratio and
effective mass profile parameters described in section 4.1. For O, H, N, and anomalous O, we supplied initial
guesses of the global average reference density and chemical loss term parameters; for O, we initially set its
spline coefficients to a global, uniform value. We then tuned the chemical/dynamical correction amplitudes,
and the chemical loss parameters of N and anomalous O, to approximately match MSISE‐00 in the upper
thermosphere.

4.6. Tune O and H Data to Fitting Ensembles

Next, we tuned the O and H parameters using the 15 fitting ensembles for each species described in sec-
tion 3.2. The fitting ensembles include synthetic MSISE‐00 upper thermospheric data, so that the
MSISE‐00 thermosphere is approximately preserved while improving O and H in the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere. As with the temperature tuning, we sequentially applied the ODRPACK minimization algo-
rithm to each of the ensembles and then averaged the parameters estimated with ensembles 6–10. We found
that the parameter estimates converged quickly within the first five ensembles, with little variation among
ensembles 6–10.

4.7. Tune Upper Thermospheric O to Orbit‐Derived Mass Density Data

Finally, we further tuned the global intra‐annual variation (annual and semiannual) of upper thermospheric
O to the 1986–2005 orbit‐derivedmass density data set listed in Table 1 (themassmixing ratio of O is ~60–95%
between 400 and 575 km). This adjustment also includes a new modulation by solar activity, which is moti-
vated by the results of Bowman et al. (2008) and Emmert and Picone (2010).

Except for this adjustment to O, themodeled upper thermospheric densities approximatelymatchMSISE‐00;
the difference is generally less than 10%. The upper thermospheric MSIS 2.0 O densities are ~10% less overall
than MSISE‐00, as a result of the tuning to the orbit derived data. Additionally, the N2 chemical/dynamical
correction (see section 2.3), which was tuned tomatch upper thermosphericMSISE‐00 N2 densities, is turned
off by default in the MSIS 2.0 software, for reasons discussed in section 6.4.

5. Statistical Comparisons of Models to Data

In this section, we summarize statistical verifications that we conducted on MSIS 2.0 using the independent
data ensembles (16–30) described in section 3.2, independent time intervals from the orbit‐derived thermo-
spheric mass density data set, and CHAMP and GOCE thermospheric mass density data. Following the
approaches used for MSISE‐00 (Picone et al., 2002), two statistical metrics of the data‐minus‐model residuals
are computed: the mean (which we also refer to as the bias) and the standard deviation. We computed these
metrics for each data set and in selected altitude bins. For density quantities, we computed the residuals in
natural log space (i.e., ln [data/model]), so that a residual of 0.1 corresponds to a data‐minus‐model differ-
ence of ~10%. The bias indicates systematic differences between a data set and the corresponding model esti-
mates, while the standard deviation indicates the agreement between the geophysical variations in the data
and model (it also includes measurement noise).

One of our goals in constructing and tuning MSIS 2.0 was to produce a model that statistically performs at
least as well as MSISE‐00 and better in most instances (i.e., smaller biases and residual standard deviations).
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This was accomplished by the assimilation of extensive new data sets in the lower and middle atmosphere
and by largely retaining the MSISE‐00 thermosphere. Further development of the MSIS thermosphere
will be the subject of future work. We computed the statistical metrics with respect to both MSISE‐00 and
MSIS 2.0 and compared their values.

Table 2 shows residual standard deviations, of the independent ensembles with respect to MSISE‐00 and
MSIS 2.0, in four broad altitude bins in the mesosphere and below. In almost all cases, the standard devia-
tions with respect to MSIS 2.0 are smaller, indicating that MSIS 2.0 is capturing the geophysical variability
in the data better than MSISE‐00. The MSIS 2.0 residual standard deviation values are typically 10–15 K
in the upper mesosphere (75–100 km), 6–8 K in the lower mesosphere (50–75 km), and 5–6 K in the strato-
sphere and troposphere. The MSIS 2.0 standard deviations are typically 1–2 K smaller than MSISE‐00 in the
mesosphere and ~0.5 K smaller in the stratosphere and troposphere. The only two instances in which the
MSISE‐00 residual standard deviations are smaller occur at the upper altitudinal extent of the Aura/MLS
and CFSR data sets, where these data are presumably less reliable (these data sets also show biases relative
to the other data sets at their upper extent, as shown in the next session, and data from such regions were
excluded from the fitting ensembles for that reason).

The MSIS 2.0 residual standard deviations of O and H in the mesosphere are large (~0.9 ≅ a factor of 2) but
are much smaller than with MSISE‐00. MSISE‐00 does not output O below 72.5 km, so MSIS 2.0 sets a new
performance benchmark for O in this region.

More detailed results in 5 km altitude bins, including the bias statistic, are provided in Data Sets S2 (tempera-
ture), S3 (O density), and S4 (H density).

Data Set S5 contains residual statistics of the orbit‐derived mass density data set. The tuning of upper ther-
mospheric O in MSIS 2.0 (section 4.7) resulted in lower residual standard deviations than MSISE‐00 not just
in the 1986–2005 interval used for fitting but also in the independent 1971–1985 interval; the residual stan-
dard deviations during 2006–2013 are considerably larger with both MSISE‐00 and MSIS 2.0, due to the
anomalous solar minimum that occurred during this period (Emmert et al., 2014). The MSIS 2.0 mass den-
sities are ~10% lower than MSISE‐00, as a result of the recalibration of the MSISE‐00 thermosphere to the
downward revised orbit‐derived density. Tuning to a later epoch (1986–2005) may have also contributed,
due to observed long‐term trends in density (e.g., Emmert, 2015a).

Table 2
Residual Standard Deviations by Instrument, in Four Broad Altitude Bins

75–100 km 50–75 km 25–50 km 0–25 km

Data
set/station/instrument MSISE‐00

MSIS
2.0 MSISE‐00

MSIS
2.0 MSISE‐00

MSIS
2.0 MSISE‐00

MSIS
2.0

Temperature residual std. dev. (K)
CFSR 2.6 3.0 5.4 5.3 4.7 4.1
MERRA2 11.0 9.3 8.1 6.6 5.8 5.1 4.7 4.1
Aura/MLS 9.1 10.1 7.3 6.6 5.9 5.3 5.0 4.5
ACE/FTS 12.0 10.3 9.5 7.9 8.3 7.6 5.6 5.5
UARS/HALOE 12.2 9.8 10.3 8.1 6.3 5.8
AIM/SOFIE 12.9 11.2 9.7 8.6 9.7 9.2
Andes Lidar 23.1 20.5
Boulder Lidar 28.9 28.0
Ft. Collins Lidar 15.1 14.0
Logan Lidar 15.0 13.7
ALOMAR Lidar 15.8 14.2 10.4 10.0
TIMED/SABER 18.2 15.4 9.7 8.1 6.1 5.7
Odin/OSIRIS 15.0 13.4 9.4 7.7

ln (nO) residual Std. Dev.
TIMED/SABER 1.23 0.91 0.88
Odin/OSIRIS 1.50 0.97 1.35

ln (nH) residual std. dev.
TIMED/SABER 4.29 0.76
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Data Set S6 contains residual statistics of the CHAMP and GOCE accelerometer‐derived mass density data.
Above 400 km, the residual standard deviation is lower with MSIS 2.0 than with MSISE‐00, further indicat-
ing that the tuning of the global inter‐annual variation is robust.

6. Scientific Results and Technical Issues

An important aspect of the model generation and validation process is the examination of data‐model biases
as a function of altitude and other geophysical variables. As mentioned in section 5, the mean residual sta-
tistic indicates systematic differences (i.e., biases) between a data set and the corresponding model estimates.
By extension, this metric also indicates biases among data sets, with the model acting to filter out common
spatiotemporal geophysical variations, provided that (1) the model accurately captures the average varia-
tions or (2) the data sets sample approximately the same geophysical conditions. We also discuss some scien-
tific and technical issues that arose during the development of the model and which are illustrative of the
state of knowledge of the structure and average behavior of the atmosphere, particularly in the mesosphere
and thermosphere.

6.1. Temperature and Pressure in the Mesosphere and Below

Figure 5 shows average data‐minus‐model temperature residuals as a function of altitude from the ground to
105 km. The data are from the validation ensembles (16–30) described in section 3.2. It is evident from the
plots that the mean residuals with respect to MSIS 2.0 (right column) are flatter than those with respect to
MSISE‐00 (left column), indicating that MSIS 2.0 better captures the overall height dependence of the data.
The residuals with respect to MSISE‐00 tend to be negative by up to ~10 K, except for the reanalysis data
between 5 and 15 km altitude. This indicates that contemporary data in the stratosphere and mesosphere
are colder than MSISE‐00, which is based on tabulated data from the 1970s and 1980s (Hedin, 1991). This
shift is qualitatively consistent with studies of long‐term trends in these regions (e.g., Garcia et al., 2019;
Laštovička, 2017; Randel et al., 2016).

The mean residuals from the various temperature data sets are generally within ~3 K of each other, suggest-
ing that there are no major systematic biases among the data sets. Exceptions are as follows. The Na lidar
data tend to become increasingly warmer than the other data sets below ~85 km, by up to ~40 K
(Figure 5d). SABER temperatures above the high‐latitude summermesopause (~90 km) are up to ~50 K war-
mer than the other data sets (Figure 5b). The CFSR data begin to deviate from the other data sets above
~35 km, and the MERRA2 data deviate strongly above ~70 km. In all of these cases, the outlying data were
excluded from the fitting ensembles via the altitude selection described in section 3.2. Additionally,
Aura/MLS data between 55 and 95 km are ~4 K cooler than the other data sets, as is MERRA2, which
assimilates MLS data.

Figure 6 shows contours of MSIS 2.0 zonal mean temperature as a function of latitude and altitude (left col-
umn), as well as the change fromMSISE‐00 (right column). As mentioned above, MSIS 2.0 is warmer overall
than MSISE‐00 in the upper troposphere and cooler overall in the stratosphere and mesosphere. Regions
where MSIS 2.0 is warmer include the low‐ and middle‐latitude upper mesosphere (particularly during
winter) and the high‐latitude lower mesosphere (particularly during winter). Presumably, the difference
patterns are a consequence of the average differences between the ~2002 and 2018 data assimilated into
MSIS 2.0 and the 1970s and 1980s data on which MSISE‐00 is based. The pattern of the annual average
change from MSISE‐00 to MSIS 2.0 is similar to the ~1974 to 2003 change modeled by Solomon et al., 2018;
Figure 1); some of the differences are likely attributable to the fact that Solomon et al. presented their
results as a function of log‐pressure not altitude as in Figure 6.

Figure 7 highlights the high‐latitude summer mesopause region in more detail; Figure S2 contains addi-
tional bin‐averaged plots of high‐latitude mesopause region data and corresponding MSIS 2.0 results, as a
function of day of year. Höffner and Lübken (2007) noted that potassium lidar measurements from
Spitsbergen (78°N), taken during 2001–2003, showed a colder and higher summer mesopause minimum
than MSISE‐00 (119 K vs. 132 K and 90 km vs. 88 km). The MSIS 2.0 summer minimum at 78°N is 126 K
(Figure 7d), which is closer to the Spitzbergen lidar results, but the height of the mesopause is still lower,
at ~87 km. The SABER and OSIRIS measurements show a mesopause height of ~90 km at this latitude
(Figure 7b), which agrees with Höffner and Lübken (2007). At 69°, both the infrared and occultation data
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sets indicate a lower mesopause at 87–88 km, and here MSIS 2.0 is in better agreement with the data
(Figure 7a), including daytime ALOMAR Na lidar data not used in the MSIS 2.0 fit (cf. Figure S3 with
Figure 7c). This latitude dependence of the summer mesopause height was also noted by Höffner and
Lübken (2007), who cited Lübken's (1999) analysis of falling sphere measurements at 69°N.

Capturing this shift in mesopause height with latitude would require additional expansion terms in MSIS;
MSIS 2.0 includes zonal mean Legendre function terms up to degree 6. Additionally, the region above
the summer mesopause contains the strongest vertical temperature gradients in the atmosphere, as the tem-
perature transitions from a summer minimum in the mesosphere to a summer maximum in the thermo-

sphere. This gradient is largely controlled by the Bates parameter T′
B (Equation 1), which in MSIS 2.0 is

taken from MSISE‐00 and includes only low‐resolution variations as a function of latitude and day of year.
More flexibility in this parameter could improve the model's representation of the high‐latitude summer

Figure 5. Mean data‐minus‐model residuals of the temperature validation ensembles as a function of altitude, with
respect to MSISE‐00 (left column: [a, c, e]) and MSIS 2.0 (right column: [b, d, f ]). Panels (a) and (b) show
mesospheric results for the boreal summer (above 60°N latitude, May–August; panels (c) and (d) show mesospheric
results for all latitudes and months, and panels (e) and (f) show stratospheric and tropospheric results for all latitudes and
months (note the different x axis scale for these panels). Results from the different data sets are denoted by the letters
and colors indicated in the legend; these symbols are reused in subsequent plots. Error bars denote the 1σ estimated
uncertainty of the mean (standard deviation divided by the square root of the number of unique days in the sample).
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mesopause, provided there are sufficient data near the inflection point (~120 km altitude) to constrain its
value.

Figure S4 shows average data‐minus‐model temperature residuals as a function of local time in selected alti-
tude and latitude bins. As with the altitude dependence shown in Figure 5, the local time dependence of the
mean residuals with respect toMSIS 2.0 are flatter than those with respect toMSISE‐00, indicating that MSIS
2.0 better captures the migrating tides in the data. Figure S5 compares the local time variation of the absolute
measured and modeled temperatures near 95 km at middle and low latitudes, further demonstrating the
improved tides inMSIS 2.0. Figure 8 illustrates the mesospheric local time‐latitude structure in the twomod-
els, after subtracting out zonal means. At 95 km,MSISE‐00 shows a primarily semidiurnal pattern with a sin-
gle peak near the equator, whereas MSIS 2.0 exhibits a mix of diurnal and semidiurnal variations with two
peaks at ~40°S and 40°N. At 70 km, MSISE‐00 shows a highly structured semidiurnal variation during June
solstice and a weak diurnal variation during equinox; the local time variation in MSIS 2.0 at this altitude is
relatively weak in both seasons (<5 K).

Figure 6. (left column) Zonal mean temperature structure of MSIS 2.0 as a function of latitude and altitude; the contour
interval is 10 K. (right column) Zonal mean temperature difference between MSIS 2.0 and MSISE‐00; the contour
interval is 4 K. Shown are annual average conditions (a, b), June solstice (day 182, c, d), and March equinox (day 91, e, f ).
Results are shown for solar activity condition F10.7 = 150.
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Figure 9 shows mean residuals of log‐pressure from the reanalysis, after subtracting out the water vapor par-
tial pressure from the data. The residuals with respect to MSISE‐00 become increasingly negative above
15 km as a result of the lower temperatures in the data (see Figure 5) that imply a more contracted atmo-
sphere. The residuals with respect to MSIS 2.0 are largely flat and mostly less than 2%, indicating that the
overall pressure structure in the MSIS 2.0 lower and middle atmosphere is consistent with the reanalyses.
The bias near the surface is zero by design (see section 4.1) but then shifts to +1.1% above 5 km. This is
because the dry‐air MSIS atmosphere has a smaller‐scale height in the lower troposphere than the
moist‐air reanalyses (the presence of water vapor decreases the mean molecular mass; the lighter air is more
expanded in altitude, resulting in higher partial pressures of all species at a given altitude). The residual stan-
dard deviation of the log‐pressure residuals with respect to MSIS 2.0 is ~1.3% near the surface, increasing to
~5.5% in the lower mesosphere (not shown).

6.2. Atomic Oxygen

For upper atmospheric applications, O is perhaps the most important and the most challenging species to
represent. O is the dominant neutral constituent in the atmosphere at thermospheric altitudes and is the pri-
mary source atom for the F region ionosphere. However, in the MLT region, O is a minor constituent and
sensitive to photochemical production and loss, dynamical transport, and diffusion (e.g., Jones et
al., 2014, 2017; Smith et al., 2010; Swenson et al., 2019). Furthermore, these processes that determine the
MLT O distribution vary over a wide range of spatiotemporal scales. MSISE‐00 and earlier version provided
an accurate representation of thermospheric O from mass spectrometer data but did not include any global
satellite measurements for O in the MLT region. Rather, several rocket profiles were used to extrapolate the
O profiles into the middle atmosphere and provide an estimate for the value of the O peak in the MLT. Not
surprisingly, significant differences between MSISE‐00 and the newer MLT satellite data sets have been

Figure 7. (a, b) Average temperatures (from the validation ensembles) in the summer mesopause region as a function
of altitude, in 2 km bins. Results are shown for the 30 days surrounding June solstice (Days 167–197) and latitudes
64–74°N (a) and 73–83°N (b). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the data in each bin. The thick gray curve
shows corresponding averages from MSIS 2.0. (c, d) Day‐altitude contours of zonal mean MSIS 2.0 temperatures at 69°N
and 78°N. Results are shown for solar activity condition F10.7 = 150. The contour interval is 10 K.
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reported. For example, Sheese et al. (2011) suggested caution when using MSISE‐00 for MLT O if one wants
accuracy to better than an order of magnitude. By incorporating SABER and OSIRIS O data within the MLT
region, MSIS 2.0 significantly ameliorates those earlier issues and provides a seamless representation of O
from 50 km through to the upper thermosphere.

Figure 10 shows mean residuals of log O density measurements from SABER and OSIRIS, as a function of
altitude. With respect to MSISE‐00, the OSIRIS mean residuals are within 0.2 (~22%) of zero, and the
SABERmean residuals are ~0.3–0.6 (35–82%) larger than OSIRIS. Below 80 km, theMSISE‐00 O density falls
off much more rapidly than the measurements, so the mean residuals of both data sets are very large. With
respect to MSIS 2.0, the difference between the OSIRIS and SABER mean residuals is smaller, ~0.2–0.3
(22–35%), suggesting that MSIS 2.0 is accounting for some O variations that affect the mean residual via dif-
ferences between the OSIRIS and SABER sampling patterns (e.g., sun‐synchronous vs. precessing). Other
comparisons, such as with SCIAMACHY (Kaufmann et al., 2014; Zhu & Kaufmann, 2019), have suggested

Figure 8. Modeled temperature variations as a function of local time and latitude, after subtracting out zonal
means. Results are shown for MSISE‐00 (left column) and MSIS 2.0 (right column), at altitudes of 95 km (a–d) and
70 km (e–h) and at June solstice (first and third rows) and March equinox (second and fourth rows). The contour
interval is 5 K.
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Figure 9. Mean data‐minus‐model residuals of log‐pressure from the reanalysis data sets as a function of altitude in 5 km
bins, with respect to (a) MSISE‐00 and (b) MSIS 2.0. The water vapor partial pressure was subtracted from the data
prior to computing residuals. Error bars (very small) denote the 1σ estimated uncertainty of the mean.

Figure 10. Mean data‐minus‐model residuals of log O density as a function of altitude in 5 km bins, with respect to
(a) MSISE‐00 and (b) MSIS 2.0. Error bars denote the 1σ estimated uncertainty of the mean.
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that SABER is too high by about 30%. Mlynczak et al. (2018) discussed how modifications to the OH(v')
kinetics scheme could lessen the biases and produce a consistent global energy budget. Above 75 km,
MSIS 2.0 falls between the SABER and OSIRIS data but leans more toward SABER, as a result of the
weighting shown in Figure 4c. Below 70 km, where there is no OSIRIS data, MSIS 2.0 follows the SABER
data closely, on average.

Figure 11 is an update to Figure 12 of Sheese et al. (2011), who pointed out major discrepancies in the
seasonal‐latitudinal variation of MSISE‐00 (we note that the Sheese et al. figure showed results for 0700 local
time, not 1900 as indicated in their caption). Figure 11 shows that MSIS 2.0 properly captures the equatorial
minimum and semiannual oscillation seen in OSIRIS. At midlatitudes MSIS 2.0 now yields an annual varia-
tion with the same phase (summermaximum) as the OSIRIS observations. At northern polar latitudes, while
improved relative to MSISE00, MSIS 2.0 still does not fully capture the summer maximum seen in OSIRIS,
but it is not clear if this is a significant feature of the OSIRIS data. At southern polar latitudes, OSIRIS does
not show a clear summer maximum, and MSIS 2.0 is in better agreement with OSIRIS than in the north.

Figure 12 illustrates the seasonal dependence of midlatitude O profiles from SABER, OSIRIS, MSISE‐00, and
MSIS 2.0. MSIS 2.0 exhibits a narrower and larger summer O peak thanMSISE00. A larger peak during sum-
mer is consistent with the SABER and OSIRIS data (and with Figure 11); the narrower peak follows from the
seasonal phase reversal to larger winter O density in the upper thermosphere. The SABER data do not form a
well‐defined peak in summer: The SABER values near 95 km are larger than MSIS 2.0, and these values
extend upward to 105 km with little or no gradient. This feature of the SABER data is possibly associated
with daytime overestimation of O3 at these altitudes; a corrective scheme is currently under development.
SABER data above 100 km were excluded from the MSIS 2.0 fit.

During winter, MSIS 2.0 and MSISE‐00 show a very similar structure at the peak, but MSIS 2.0 is greater
by almost an order of magnitude near 80 km. Above ~105 km, MSIS 2.0 and MSISE‐00 are fairly similar
with MSIS 2.0 O values smaller by ~10%, as a result of tuning to upper thermospheric mass density data
(see section 4.7).

Figure 13 compares the local time dependence of SABER and OSIRIS O with MSIS 2.0, at selected altitudes
in the MLT. As one moves downward into the mesosphere, O transitions from being under dynamical
control to under photochemical control. O photochemistry is driven by rapid daytime photolysis of ozone
followed by rapid recombination after sunset. This midmesospheric diurnal variation has previously been
analyzed and discussed by Siskind et al. (2015). MSIS 2.0 includes diurnal harmonics and a solar zenith
angle transition function to represent the transition from dynamical control to photochemical control. At
65–70 km (Figure 13d), the model very accurately represents the day‐night differences. At 75–85 km
(Figures 13c and 13b), the SABER data begin to show a rounded daytime local time dependence suggesting
the growing influence of transport; MSIS 2.0 captures this feature, although the model densities are ~50%
smaller than SABER and ~30% smaller than OSIRIS in the postdawn sector. Near the O peak at 93–98 km
(Figure 13a), there is no clear local time dependence in the data. As noted above, the SABER summer density
near the peak is larger than both MSIS 2.0 and OSIRIS.

Figure 11. (a) Binned averages of OSIRIS O observations (from the validation ensembles) at 93 km altitude in the 0700 local time sector, as a function of day of
year (30.5 days bins) and latitude (10° bins). (b, c) Corresponding results from MSISE‐00 and MSIS 2.0, respectively. The contour interval is 1017 m−3.
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6.3. Atomic Hydrogen

With the inclusion of SABER H data, MSIS 2.0 provides a more accurate description of hydrogen variability
in the MLT than MSISE‐00 (see Table 2 and Data Set S4) One important aspect of this variability is the
reversal from a summer maximum at the mesopause (cf. Siskind et al., 2018) to a winter maximum in the
upper thermosphere, commonly referred to as the “winter bulge” (Keating & Prior, 1968). Consistent with
the known variability of light species, MSISE‐00 does have a winter maximum in the upper thermosphere
but has very little seasonal variation in the MLT region (Qian et al., 2018). Figure 14 illustrates the improved
seasonal variation by comparing MSISE‐00 and MSIS 2.0 in a format similar to Figure 5 of Qian et al. (2018).
The figure shows binned averages of the SABER data and corresponding MSIS profiles extending from the
mesosphere to the upper thermosphere. Both SABER and MSIS 2.0 show a Northern Hemisphere summer
maximum (Southern Hemisphere results, not shown, are very similar) in the MLT; MSIS 2.0 has a winter
maximum in the upper thermosphere that it inherited from MSISE‐00. The crossover altitude is about
150 km, in approximate agreement with the WACCM‐X results presented by Qian et al. (2018). However,

Figure 12. (a) Binned averages of SABER (purple L's) and OSIRIS (blue M's) log10 O density (from the validation
ensembles) as a function of altitude (2.5 km bins) in a 60 day bin surrounding June solstice (day 182) and a 20°
latitude bin centered on 50°N; data from all local times were combined. Corresponding point‐for‐point MSIS 2.0
averages are shown using the same letters but in gray (e.g., gray L's for SABER). The gray solid line shows the diurnally
averaged MSIS 2.0 profile at Day 182, latitude 50°N, F10.7 = 150, Ap = 4.0; the gray dashed line shows the
corresponding MSISE‐00 profile. (b) Same as (a) but for December solstice (Day 355). (c) Comparison of the summer
(red) and winter (blue) MSISE‐00 profiles shown in (a) and (b). (d) Same as (c) but showing the MSIS2.0 summer and
winter profiles.
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there is currently no data available to accurately determine where this
crossover occurs, which underscores the need for global neutral constitu-
ent measurements between 100 and 300 km.

An interesting aspect of the SABER data discussed by Mlynczak
et al. (2014) is the inverse relationship between MLT H and solar activity.
Mlynczak et al. (2014) ascribe this difference to relative roles of decreasing
temperatures with decreasing solar activity and changes in the O/O3 ratio.
Qian et al. (2018) point out that this solar cycle change was present in
MSISE‐00 at all altitudes above 80 km, but not in WACCM‐X, which
showed an alternating positive‐negative‐positive effect between 80 and
130 km. The solar cycle variation in MSIS 2.0 is generally consistent both
with MSISE‐00 and SABER and differs from the WACCMX results shown
by Qian et al. (2018). This is shown in Figure 15, which presents solar
minimum and maximum averages and their differences. The SABER
and MSIS 2.0 differences (Figure 15b) are consistently negative at all alti-
tudes above 80 km.

6.4. Middle Thermosphere Temperature and Composition

Although several new middle and upper thermospheric temperature data
sets have become available since MSISE‐00 was developed, we found that
there is considerable variation among their mean residuals with respect to
MSISE‐00. Thermospheric species and mass densities are highly sensitive
to the entire thermospheric temperature profile, and any temperature
adjustments to the model need to be consistent with observed density
residuals (such as accelerometer‐derived mass densities). With some data
sets, the mean temperature residuals show strong local time and/or lati-
tude dependences that are not evident in available density data. On the
other hand, available density data are insufficient to constrain the ther-
mospheric temperature profile. Because of these issues, we chose to lar-
gely retain the MSISE‐00 thermosphere in MSIS 2.0 and to defer a major
thermospheric upgrade until we can accurately reconcile the various his-
torical thermospheric temperature and density data sets, ideally with new
measurements that can constrain the problem. In this section, we explore
some of the aspects of this challenge.

There are few contemporary data sets of middle thermospheric (~120–
200 km) temperature. Figure 16 shows mean residuals, with respect to
MSIS 2.0, of Envisat/MIPAS and Millstone Hill ISR temperatures as a
function of altitude. Because the MSIS 2.0 thermospheric temperature
above 120 km is largely identical to MSISE‐00, the results are nearly the
same if MSISE‐00 is used as the reference model. Nighttime MIPAS and
daytime Millstone Hill ISR data (Figures 16b and 16a, respectively) sug-

gest that MSIS temperatures are 30–50 K too high above 120 km, which may be associated with long‐term
trends that have been reported in the ISR data (Zhang et al., 2011; Zhang & Holt, 2013). However, daytime
MIPAS average temperatures (Figure 16a) are within 10–20 K ofMSIS 2.0. Thus, the daytimeMIPAS and ISR
residuals differ by up to 30 K. The biases depend on altitude, and the MIPAS and ISR profile shapes are dif-
ferent. These biases appearminor from a total temperature profile perspective (Figure 16d), but they strongly
affect middle and upper thermospheric density via thermal expansion or contraction: A 30 K decrease in
temperature above 120 km produces an ~25% decrease in mass density at 400 km. Height‐dependent biases
are not necessarily problematic, since they can possibly be corrected by tuning the Bates profile parameters,
and the Bates profile is not an exact representation of thermal balance. However, the MIPAS and ISR mean
residuals appear to be discontinuous with those of the upper mesospheric data sets (which are tightly clus-
tered within ~5 K near their upper bound of 105 km), and it is not immediately clear how this discontinuity
should be resolved.

Figure 13. (a) Binned averages of SABER (purple L's) and OSIRIS
(blue M's) log10 O density (from the validation ensembles) as a function of
local time (1 hr bins) during northern midlatitude summer (30–60°N,
May–August). Corresponding point‐for‐point MSIS 2.0 averages are shown
using the same letters but in gray (e.g., gray L's for SABER). Results are
shown for the altitude bins indicated to the right of each panel.
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Figure 17 similarly shows MIPAS and Millstone Hill ISR mean residuals as a function of local time. Near
120 km, the ISR residuals are fairly consistent over local time and in different seasons. Between 150 and
180 km, however, the ISR residuals depend strongly on local time and season, and theMIPAS nighttime resi-
duals also depend strongly on season. It may be possible to tuneMSIS to better match these patterns, but this
would require commensurate tuning of the MSIS species densities, since these bias patterns are not evident
in accelerometer measurements of upper thermospheric mass density.

Figure 14. (a) Binned averages of SABER H volume mixing ratios as a function of pressure level (derived from 5 km
altitude bins) near June solstice (Days 152–212) in summer (red x's, 45–55°N) and winter (blue circles, 55–45°S). The
dashed lines show corresponding point‐for‐point binned averages from MSISE‐00. The solid lines show MSISE‐00
zonal mean profiles evaluated at the center of the season and latitude bins and for F10.7 = 150 and Ap = 15. (b) Same as
(a) but showing MSIS 2.0 results. (c, d) Same as (a, b) but showing log number density.

Figure 15. (a) Binned averages of SABER H log number density as a function of altitude (2 km bins) for solar minimum
(blue circles 81 day average F10.7 < 80) and solar maximum (red x's, 81 day average F10.7 > 150). The solid lines
show corresponding global average MSISE‐00 profiles for the average solar activity conditions in each bin (72, 177).
(b) The average relative difference between the profiles in (a).
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We note here that MSISE‐00 assimilated 1988–1997 Millstone Hill ISR temperatures between 100 and
130 km altitude, which may account for the relatively flat mean residuals in Figures 17d–17f (which are
based on 2002–2015 ISR data). However, theMSIS thermospheric temperature profile and variations are also
strongly determined by mass spectrometer measurements, from the 1970s and 1980s, of N2 density. This reli-
ance on density data to estimate thermospheric temperature resulted in accurate middle and upper thermo-
spheric N2 density, but it did not distinguish the contribution of lower‐altitude temperatures to the N2

density, which in MSISE‐00 and earlier versions was effectively encoded in a poorly resolved combination
of the reference thermospheric N2 density at 120 km and the Bates temperature and gradient at 120 km.

The cooler stratospheric and mesospheric temperatures in MSIS 2.0 (section 6.1), compared to MSISE‐00,
have direct and strong implications for thermospheric N2 density. In MSIS 2.0, thermospheric N2 density
is now coupled to the underlying temperature via the effective mass profile. Figure 18 shows the difference
between the MSIS 2.0 and MSISE‐00 global average temperature profiles and the resulting change in the N2

density profile. Although the temperature change is relatively small, the effect of the thermal contraction
accumulates with altitude via the hydrostatic term in Equation 2. The resulting MSIS 2.0 thermospheric
N2 density is ~20% lower than MSISE‐00. This result is not sensitive to the choice of effective mass profile
parameters, because the mass shift of N2 is quite small (28.97 to 28 Da). Thus, even without new data in
the thermosphere, the highly robust lower and middle atmosphere temperature data constrain the N2 den-
sity in the thermosphere. Other thermospheric species, especially O2, Ar, and He, are likely also affected by
the cooler stratospheric and mesospheric temperatures, but in the absence of middle thermospheric data to
constrain their effective mass profile parameters (to which the densities are much more sensitive than in the
case of N2), the thermospheric densities of these species remain uncertain, and in MSIS 2.0 they relax to
MSISE‐00.

For users who desire the legacy thermospheric N2 profile and its variations, the software includes an option
to turn on the relaxation to MSISE‐00. For the global average profile, this relaxation is illustrated by the
dashed line in Figure 18c. A consequence of turning this adjustment on is that the model becomes hydrosta-
tically imbalanced between ~120 and 200 km, due to the added N2 mass, as shown in Figure 18d. This panel
shows the gradient of model pressure with respect to geopotential height divided by mass density, which is

Figure 16. (a) Mean data‐minus‐model residuals of the lower and middle thermospheric temperature measurements from Envisat/MIPAS (“N”) and Millstone
Hill ISR (“O”), as a function of altitude (5 km bins below 140 km, 10 km bins above), with respect to MSIS 2.0. Results are shown for a 10° latitude bin
surrounding the Millstone Hill location and a 2 hr local time bin surrounding the morning portion of the Envisat sun‐synchronous orbital plane. Below 100 km,
corresponding results from the same data sets used in Figure 5 are shown, using the same symbols as Figure 5 legend. Error bars indicate the 1σ estimated
uncertainty of the mean. (b) Same as (a) but showing results for the nighttime MIPAS data. (c) Same as (a) but including data from all local times and latitudes.
(d) MSIS 2.0 global average temperature profile (solid gray line) plus the MIPAS and Millstone Hill ISR residuals shown in (c).
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equal to the reference gravitational acceleration if the model is in hydrostatic equilibrium. Both MSISE‐00
and MSIS 2.0 are hydrostatically balanced in the fully mixed region below 70 km and the diffusive
equilibrium region above ~200 km. In the transition region, imbalances are typically less than 0.1 m/s2;
with the legacy N2 adjustment turned on, the imbalance is ~0.4 m/s2.

Empirical models of the thermosphere are sometimes referred to as “static” models (e.g., Jacchia, 1971),
because the parameters of these models (including MSIS 2.0) are fixed and the formulations do not include
explicit time dependence. However, the results discussed in this paper and studies of atmospheric trends
(e.g., Garcia et al., 2019; Laštovička, 2017; Randel et al., 2016; Solomon et al., 2018) demonstrate that the cli-
matological behavior of the thermosphere and underlying layers is not stationary. This poses additional chal-
lenges for the MSIS thermosphere, since its thermospheric composition is based primarily on mass
spectrometer data that are now 35–50 years old, and available contemporary data consist mainly of in situ
mass density measurements, which, while highly valuable, do not by themselves resolve the influences of
temperature and individual species dynamics. Ultraviolet remote sensing of N2, O2, and O densities above
130 km (Meier et al., 2015) is a relatively new and promising technique, but there are some outstanding dis-
crepancies between those retrievals and mass density derived from orbital drag (e.g., Emmert et al., 2014,
Figure 17). Further complicating the challenge of updating the MSIS thermosphere is that measurement
techniques often use MSIS itself as an initial guess or for ancillary parameters needed in the retrieval (e.g.,
Bermejo‐Pantaleón et al., 2011; Meier et al., 2015).

We also note that species densities in the middle thermosphere are not known to the accuracy needed to
fully understand the critical transition from a fully mixed atmosphere to a diffusively separated one. In
physics‐based models, subgrid‐scale mixing parameterizations typically have to be tuned to produce the
observed upper thermosphere (e.g., Qian et al., 2009). Observations needed to constrain lower and middle
thermospheric physics are scarce, and the 100–200 km region can perhaps be termed the new “ignoro-
sphere,” an epithet previously applied to the mesosphere, which by comparison is now well measured and
understood. The lack of 100–200 km observations is due in part because it is a difficult region to probe:
Emissions that can be exploited by remote sensing are relatively weak, and orbital in situ access is hampered
by large satellite drag.

Considering these challenges, we judge that advances in climatological specification of the thermosphere
would be greatly facilitated by (1) new in situ mass spectrometer measurements of species densities to reca-
librate the thermosphere to the current epoch; (2) new techniques for, and extensive measurements of,

Figure 17. Binned average MIPAS and Millstone Hill ISR residuals with respect to MSIS 2.0 as a function of local time (2 hr bins). Results are shown for a 10°
latitude bin surrounding the Millstone Hill location. Error bars indicate the 1σ estimated uncertainty of the mean. (a–c) The 150–180 km altitude. (d–f) The
110–130 km altitude. (a, d) June solstice months (May–August). (b, e) December solstice months (November–February). (c, f) All months combined.
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height‐resolved temperature and species densities in the 100–200 km region; and (3) a concerted effort to
identify and reconcile systematic biases among existing and new temperature and composition data sets,
taking into account the strong coupling between temperature and species densities as well as long‐term
changes in thermospheric climate. The recently launched ICON and GOLD missions partly address the
need for new measurements in the 100–200 km region. ICON/MIGHTI (Englert et al., 2017) is measuring
temperatures up to ~140 km (Stevens et al., 2018). GOLD is measuring O2 density profiles from ~130 to
250 km (Eastes et al., 2017). Daedalus (Sarris et al., 2020) is a proposed European Space Agency mission
to make in situ height‐resolved measurements in the 100–200 km region from an eccentric low‐perigee
orbit; if selected, this mission could make a strong contribution to middle thermospheric physics and
specification in the 2028–2030 timeframe.

6.5. Upper Thermosphere Mass Density

Although MSIS 2.0 does not include a major revision of the thermosphere, it does address some
well‐documented aspects of upper thermospheric mass density that are not accounted for in MSISE‐00. As
described in section 4.7, we tuned the O intraannual variation, including solar activity modulation thereof,
to orbit‐derived mass density. Figure 19 shows bin average residuals as a function of day of year; unlike ear-
lier plots, these residuals are model‐minus‐data, since in this case we are superposing results from different
models and showing individual data sets in separate panels. The MSIS 2.0 densities are ~10% lower overall
than MSISE‐00, in part because of the ~7% downward revision of the TLE‐derived density described in sec-
tion 3.1 and supported by the ballistic coefficient calculations of Pilinski et al. (2011).

In Figures 19a–19f, the MSIS 2.0 residual means with respect to the TLE density data set are flatter than
MSISE‐00 across all levels of solar activity not just for the 1986–2005 time interval used to tune the model
but also for the independent time period 1971–1985. This indicates that the tuning and the addition of a solar
cycle modulation are robust and are consistent with the findings of Emmert and Picone (2010). TheMSIS 2.0
residuals are also somewhat flatter with respect to the CHAMP and GOCE data sets (Figures 19g–19k), sug-
gesting that the tuning is also supported by these independent data sets.

At the lower altitude of the GOCE observations (225–300 km), N2 is a significant contributor to the mass
density (~20–60%) and the overall difference between the MSIS 2.0 and MSISE‐00 mass density is larger

Figure 18. Examination of hydrostatic balance in MSISE‐00 and MSIS 2.0. (a) Global average temperature profiles from MSISE‐00 (red) and MSIS 2.0 (blue).
(b) Temperature difference with respect to MSISE‐00. (c) Difference in log N2 density. The dashed line shows the MSIS 2.0 results with the thermospheric
relaxation to MSISE‐00 turned on (see section 4). (d) Hydrostatic balance metric: pressure gradient (with respect to geopotential height) divided by mass density.
When a model is in hydrostatic balance, this quantity equals the reference gravity g0 (indicated by the black dotted line).
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here (~16%) due to the lower N2 density in MSIS 2.0 (see section 6.4). Overall, MSIS 2.0 mass densities are
~2% larger than GOCE and ~9% larger than CHAMP (Data Set S7).

Figure S6 is the same as Figure 19 but additionally shows results from the Global Average Mass Density
Model (Emmert, 2015a). GAMDM 2.1 is based solely on the 1986–2005 TLE‐derived densities and therefore
performs better than MSIS with respect to this data set.

Figure 20 illustrates the intraannual variation of MSISE‐00 and MSIS 2.0 global average mass density at
400 km, as a function of F10.7. The models depict the well‐known semiannual oscillation with equinoctial
maxima and an annual oscillation with an overall minimum near June solstice. The right‐hand panel shows
the log ratio of the two models. With the addition of a solar cycle modulation to the O density, at solar max-
imum MSIS 2.0 has a larger March equinox peak and a deeper June solstice minimum. This is consistent
with Bowman et al. (2008) and Emmert and Picone (2010; Figure 5).

7. Summary and Future Development

Like its predecessors, NRLMSIS® 2.0 is an empirical atmospheric model that estimates the average observed
behavior of temperature, eight species densities (N2, O2, O, He, H, Ar, N, and anomalous O), and mass

Figure 19. Mean model‐minus‐data residuals (in natural log space) of MSISE‐00 (red x's) and MSIS 2.0 (green triangles)
as a function of day of year (30.5 day bins) with respect to the thermospheric mass density data sets indicated to the
right of each row: (a–c) orbit‐derived (TLE) densities at 400 km altitude from 1971 to 1985, (d–f) TLE densities at 400 km
altitude from 1986 to 2005, (g–i) CHAMP accelerometer densities, excluding the anomalous solar minimum years of
2006–2009, (j–l) GOCE accelerometer densities. (left column) Solar minimum conditions, 81 day average F10.7 < 100,
(middle column) solar moderate, 100 < F10.7 < 160, (right column) solar maximum, F10.7 > 160. Error bars indicate the
1σ estimated uncertainty of the mean.
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density as a parametric function of location, day of year, time of day, solar activity (via the F10.7 index), and
geomagnetic activity (via the ap index). The model incorporates physical constraints of hydrostatic
equilibrium in the well‐mixed lower atmosphere (below ~70 km altitude), species‐by‐species hydrostatic
equilibrium (similar to diffusive equilibrium) above ~200 km, and relaxation of thermospheric
temperature to an asymptotic exospheric temperature (via the Bates temperature profile). Fortran 90
software to run the model is available in the supporting information and in the repository listed in the
acknowledgments.

NRLMSIS 2.0 is a major upgrade to the previous version, NRLMSISE‐00 (Picone et al., 2002), with funda-
mental changes to the formulation and the assimilation of extensive new measurements in the middle
and lower atmosphere. The formulation changes include the following:

1. Thermosphere species densities are now fully coupled to the entire temperature profile from the ground
to the exosphere, via the introduction of an effective mass profile that approximates the transition from
fully mixed to diffusive separation for each species.

2. Geopotential height is now used internally as the vertical coordinate of the model; previous versions used
geopotential differences among geometric altitude reference levels.

3. Modeled O density now extends down to 50 km altitude, via the introduction of cubic splines between 50
and 85 km that are decoupled from temperature.

4. Thermal diffusion of He, H, and Ar, which was applied in the thermosphere in previous versions, has
been removed.

MSIS 2.0 development focused primarily on altitudes below 100 km. To estimate the parameters of the refor-
mulated model, we assimilated extensive new measurements of temperature in the troposphere, strato-
sphere, and mesosphere covering the years 2002–2018. The data types used are numerical weather
prediction reanalyses, microwave limb sounding, solar occultation, ground‐based Na lidars, and infrared
passive remote sensing. We also assimilated mesospheric infrared‐based measurements of O and H, as well
as upper thermospheric mass density derived from satellite orbits.

The temperature data sets in the mesosphere and below are mutually highly consistent, with only a few
exceptions that we addressed with appropriate exclusions from the fitting process. The temperature per-
formance of MSIS 2.0 is considerably improved compared to MSISE‐00, based on residual analyses of
independent samples of the temperature data sets. Biases among MSIS 2.0 and the data sets are typically
less than 3 K in the mesosphere and smaller in the stratosphere and troposphere. Residual standard
deviations are typically 10–15 K in the upper mesosphere, 6–8 K in the lower mesosphere, and 5–6 K
in the stratosphere and troposphere. MSIS 2.0 is warmer overall than MSISE‐00 in the upper tropo-
sphere and cooler in the stratosphere and mesosphere, which is consistent with the assimilation of

Figure 20. (left) MSISE‐00 global average log10 mass density at 400 km, as a function of day of year and F10.7. Results are shown for quiet geomagnetic activity
conditions (Ap = 4). The contour interval is 0.1 (~25%). (middle) Same as left but showing MSIS 2.0. (right) Natural log difference between MSIS 2.0 and
MSISE‐00, ln (ρMSIS 2.0/ρMSISE‐00). The contour interval is 0.03 (~3%).
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contemporary data sets and first‐principles simulations of long‐term changes in the atmospheric
temperature.

MSIS 2.0 mesospheric O and H density predictions are also improved compared to MSISE‐00. In particu-
lar, at midlatitudes both species now transition from a winter maximum in the upper thermosphere to a
summer maximum in the upper mesosphere, which is consistent with previous data analyses and
modeling.

In the fully connected thermosphere and lower atmosphere of MSIS 2.0, the cooler stratospheric and meso-
spheric temperatures produce N2 densities in the thermosphere that are ~20% lower than MSISE‐00. The
software includes an option to recover the MSISE‐00 thermospheric N2 density, but this comes with a large
hydrostatic imbalance in the middle thermosphere.

The O density in the MSIS 2.0 upper thermosphere is ~10% lower overall than MSISE‐00, mainly as a
result of a downward revision of orbit‐derived mass density based on theoretical ballistic coefficient mod-
eling. Additionally, the global intraannual variation of thermospheric O now includes a solar activity
modulation consistent with previous findings of increased annual and semiannual oscillations at solar
maximum.

Besides the changes to N2 and O, the MSIS 2.0 thermospheric output is largely the same as MSISE‐00.
Because of difficulties reconciling new thermospheric temperature and density data sets, as well as combin-
ing the new data sets with historical mass spectrometer measurements, we have deferred a major thermo-
spheric upgrade of the model. We have concluded that significant advances in climatological specification
of the thermosphere require new in situ mass spectrometer measurements of species densities, new techni-
ques for height‐resolved temperature and species densities in the 100–200 km region, and a concerted effort
to identify and reconcile systematic biases among temperature and composition data sets, taking into
account long‐term changes in thermospheric climate.

We are currently developing a nitric oxide (NO) component for MSIS, which is slated for inclusion in the
next release. Other future plans for the model include the addition of nonmigrating tides, carbon dioxide,
and explicit time dependence to account for long‐term changes.

Appendix A

A1. Geopotential Height

To calculate the WGS‐84 geopotential at locations above the reference ellipsoid, we first convert geodetic
latitude and altitude (ϕgd, h) to Cartesian (x, z) and ellipsoidal (δ, u) coordinates, following the closed‐form
approach presented by Featherstone and Claessens (2008):

v ¼ affiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − e2sin2ϕgd

q Radius of curvature of

reference ellipsoid

x ¼ vþ hð Þcosϕgd Distance from rotation axis

z ¼ v 1 − e2
� �þ h

� �
sinϕgd Distance from equatorial plane

r2 ¼ x2 þ z2

u2 ¼ 1
2
r2 − E2
� �þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
4
r2 − E2
� �2 þ z2E2

r
Ellipsoidal parameter

cos2δ ¼ z2

u2
Ellipsoidal colatitude

a ¼ 6378:1370 km Semimajor axis of reference ellipsoid

e ¼ 0:0818191908426 Eccentricity of reference ellipsoid

E ¼ ae Linear eccentricity

(A1)

We then calculate the geopotential U, including the centrifugal potential ω2x2/2, following Jekeli (2007):
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U ¼ −
GM
E

tan−1E
u
þ 1
2
ω2a2

q
q0

cos2δ −
1
3

� �
þ 1
2
ω2x2

� �

q ¼ 1
2

1þ 3
u2

E2

� �
tan−1E

u
− 3

u
E

� �

q0 ¼
1
2

1þ 3
b2

E2

� �
tan−1E

b
− 3

b
E

� �

GM ¼ 398600:4418 km3=s2 Earth0s gravitational constant

ω ¼ 7292115:0 × 10−11 rad=s Angular rotation speed

b ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − e2

p
Semiminor axis of reference ellipsoid

(A2)

Finally, we compute the geopotential height ζ using a reference gravitational acceleration g0 equal to stan-
dard gravity:

ζ ¼ U − U0

g0
U0 ¼ −62:63685171 km2=s2 Potential on the reference ellipsoid

g0 ¼ 9:80665 × 10−3 km=s2 Standard gravity

(A3)

Note that for altitudes near the surface, the difference in the numerator of Equation A3 is small compared to
the values of U and U0. Therefore, we carry out the geopotential height calculation in double precision.

Figure A1a shows the difference between geodetic altitude h and latitudinally averaged (area‐weighted)
geopotential height, as a function of geodetic altitude. The difference increases nonlinearly with altitude;
a geodetic altitude of 800 km corresponds to a geopotential height of ~710 km. Figure A1b illustrates the
latitude dependence of geopotential height, relative to its latitudinally averaged value at each geodetic
altitude. The magnitude of the deviation increases with increasing altitude; at 800 km, the maximum devia-
tion is ~3 km.

Figure A1. Summary of the conversion of geodetic altitude to geopotential height. (a) The difference between geodetic

altitude h and the latitudinally averaged geopotential height ⟨ζ⟩, where ζh i ¼ ∫
π
0 ζ ϕgd;h
� �

cosϕgddϕgd, plotted as a
function of h. (b) The difference ζ − ⟨ζ⟩ between geopotential height and its latitudinally averaged value at a given
geodetic altitude, plotted as a function of geodetic altitude and latitude. The contour interval is 0.25 km.
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The difference between the geopotential height calculated from WGS‐84 and the true local geopotential
height relative to the geoid is less than ~0.1 km (National Imagery and Mapping Agency, 2000), with the
largest differences near the surface. The density scale height of the atmosphere is almost everywhere greater
than 5 km, so the simplified geopotential could induce density errors of at most 2%. However, some of that
error will be corrected by the spherical harmonic expansion of the pressure and density parameters in the
model (section 2.4).

List of Acronyms

ACE Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment
AIM Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (satellite mission)
ALO Andes Lidar Observatory
ALOMAR Arctic Lidar Observatory for Middle Atmosphere Research
CFSR Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
CHAMP Challenging Minisatellite Payload
Envisat Environmental Satellite
FTS Fourier Transform Spectrometer
GOCE Gravity Field and Steady‐State Ocean Circulation Explorer
GOLD Global‐scale Observations of the Limb and Disk (satellite mission)
HALOE Halogen Occultation Experiment
ICON Ionospheric Connection Explorer
ISR Incoherent Scatter Radar
MERRA2 Modern‐Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications version 2
MIGHTI Michelson Interferometer for Global High‐Resolution Thermospheric Imaging
MIPAS Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding
MLS Microwave Limb Sounder
MLT Mesosphere and lower thermosphere
MSIS® Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter radar
NRL Naval Research Laborotory
ODRPACK Orthogonal Distance Regression Package
OSIRIS Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imager System
SABER Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry
SCIAMACHY SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY
SOFIE Solar Occultation For Ice Experiment
STAR Student Training and Atmospheric Research
TIMED Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (satellite mission)
TLE Two‐Line Elements
UARS Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
UHF Ultra high frequency
WACCM‐X Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model with thermosphere and ionosphere

extension
WGS World Geodetic System
WMO World Meteorological Organization

Data Availability Statement

NRLMSIS 2.0 Code and all data samples used in this work are available at https://map.nrl.navy.mil/map/
pub/nrl/NRLMSIS/NRLMSIS2.0. Raw CFSR Versions 1 and 2 data were obtained from http://nomads.
ncdc.noaa.gov/modeldata/cmd_pgbh/ and https://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov/modeldata/cfsv2_analysis_
pgbh/, respectively. MERRA2 data were obtained online (https://goldsmr5.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/
MERRA2/M2I3NVASM.5.12.4/). Ground‐based lidar and ISR data were obtained from http://www.cedar.
openmadrigal.org website. USU Lidar data are also available online (https://doi.org/10.15142/T33H26).
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MIPAS data used in this study are available for registered users at http://www.imk‐asf.kit.edu/english/308.
php website. CHAMP and GOCE accelerometer densities were obtained from http://thermosphere.tudelft.
nl website.
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